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White dwarfs are particularly interesting due to their broad application
to the eld of astronomy (cosmochronology, SN Ia progenitors, asteroseismol-
ogy). Examining distributions of white dwarf masses and temperatures, it
is evident that there is some aw in our ability to make physical atmosphere
models. Tremblay and Bergeron (2009) used an ad hoc treatment of line broad-
ening and derived signicantly dierent surface gravity and temperatures for
white dwarfs, demonstrating the importance of the line broadneing treatment
in determining stellar parameters for high surface gravity stars. This the-
sis presents a new line broadening program, Xenomorph, based on simulation
techniques. Xenomorph is used to examine various approximations used in line
broadening calculations used in white dwarf atmospheres. Some approxima-
tions, like including ne structure and lower state perturbations, have small,
if detectable eects. Ion motions during a transition can make features com-
monly seen in Stark proles less pronounced and leads to an increase in the
iv
FWHM of the lines. Including a more complete basis set at higher densities
will result in extra features, including asymmetries that has been observed in
many experiments.
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Chapter 1
Motivation
Ninety-eight percent of all stars will eventually become white dwarfs
(WDs), including our sun. Because this is the end point of all stars, WDs
are incredibly useful for guring out the age of the galaxy. WDs are relatively
simple objects that cool with time, so the oldest WD would be the coolest. The
cores of WDs are very dense and hot, which makes them good astronomical
laboratories for studying equations of state. The equations of state studied
in cores of WDs are relevant to current research of nuclear fusion. A dark
matter candidate, axions, are thought to be be connected with the rate at
which WDs cool. Pulsating WDs allow us to \listen" into their interiors and
determine their structure. Binary systems with at least one WD are believed
to be the projenitors of type Ia supernovae (a thermonuclear explosion when a
WD gets massive enough to reach the Chandrasekhar limit,  1:4M). Type
Ia supernovae can be used as an intergalactic measuring stick and have given
us the rst clues about dark energy, the mysterious force driving the expansion
of the universe. All this interesting science rests on accurately determining the
temperature and surface gravity of WDs.
Stellar Properties, such as surface gravity and eective temperature, are
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determined by tting model spectra to an observed spectrum. WDs typically
have a log g (surface gravity) that ranges between 5 and 9. An order of
magnitude estimate of the density at the photosphere yields 1018 atoms/cc
(yet, this is still less dense than the air here on Earth). In a hot, dense
plasma, there will be many collisions, which will cause the spectral lines to
broaden (pressure broadening). The plasma at the photosphere is hot enough
for a signicant number of the atoms to be ionized. Charged particles near the
atom induce an electric eld on the radiator, with each atom feeling a dierent
electric eld. The atom will then be broadened with the Stark eect.
The basic theory for pressure broadening was developed by Anderson
[2]. Baranger [3][4][5] calculated line shapes treating the electron quantum
mechanically and found that the results are much the same as the classi-
cal path approximation. A Holtzmark distribution was used to describe the
electric elds felt by the emitter. Holtzmark distribution is for a classical
plasma. Baranger [6][7] and Hooper [21] calculated the electric eld distribu-
tion function taking into account the screening of electrons in the limit where
Debye-Huckel screening is valid (i.e. weakly coupled plasmas).
Hans Griem [20] made a simple semi-analytic calculation for the pres-
sure broadening of hydrogen. The calculation was separated into a fast and
slow component, where the slow moving ions are considered static during the
transition and the electrons are treated in the impact approximation (standard
theory). Kepple & Griem [24], hereafter KG, built on [20] by including more
accurate perturbations and using Hooper's distribution. Vidal, Cooper, Smith
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[32][40][42][41], hereafter VCS, made benchmark calculations in the 1970s for
line broadening that unied the impact approximation with relaxation theory.
Since the 1980s, Stamm [37][36][16] started using computers to simulate
plasma conditions to create Stark proles. The simulations solved Anderson's
equations exactly, only approximating the plasma conditions. The plasma sim-
ulations allowed them to include ion motions and multi-component plasmas.
These calculated line proles are used to model white dwarf photo-
spheres. VCS theory (tabulated in [27]) is most popularly used among as-
tronomers (VCS is > 40 years old!!!). Surface gravity is best constrained by
the high order (blue transitions) hydrogen lines and temperature is best de-
termined by the lowest lines (green & red transitions).
Kepler et al. [23] analyzed the distribution of derived masses of Sloan
Digital Sky Survey WDs, which showed an unphysical increase in mass below
12,000K. Tremblay and Bergeron [39], hereafter TB09, modied VCS to in-
clude non-ideal eects proposed by Hummer & Mihalas [22] and Seaton [31].
As a result, the line proles were narrower and most importantly, when t
to data, produced dierences (increases in temperature and density) in the
derived plasma properties. The ts by TB09 matched better (than VCS) in
the blue wings of the lines and did poorly in the rest of the prole. The result
on WD photospheres was a slight increase of mean mass, consistent with the
mean mass derived by gravitational redshifts (Falcon et al. [12]).
Falcon et al. [12] measured the gravitational redshift of a large sample
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of WDs to determine the mean mass and to see if the 12,000K runaway exists.
There are two signicant dierences between the spectroscopic method and
the gravitational redshift method: above 12,000K, the spectroscopically de-
termined mean mass disagree by 15%, and at low temperatures, the masses
unphysically increase.
The work of TB09 (even though it has the same underlying physics
in the proles) has only demonstrated how important line broadening is to
determine stellar parameters. Tremblay and Bergeron have moved on to solve
the issue of the runaway eect at low temperatures by introducing 3-D con-
vection. I warrant that the discussion of line broadening is not over and could
be signicant in determining WD parameters, including increasing the mean
mass and removing the low temperature runaway.
In an eort to solve these problems, I will develop a platform to cal-
culate line proles and examine the approximations used by VCS and TB09.
Simulation techniques oer some freedom with testing plasma conditions, but
can be computationally expensive, but this will be the method of choice for
this thesis. I will discuss the underlying physics of the calculation and examine
the eect of various approximations on the line shape.
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Chapter 2
Physics of Stark Broadening
2.1 Atomic Physics Primer
Albert Einstein showed in 1905 through the photoelectric eect that
light (which has wave-like structure) also exhibits a particle nature. In fact,
all particles exhibit this wave-like behavior. The waves ( ) and their energies
will be solutions of the time independent Schrodinger equation:
 ~2
2m
r2 + V ( !r ) = E ; (2.1)
where V is some potential felt by the particle, m is the mass of the particle,
E is the energy of the state, and ~ is the reduced Planck constant. The
Schrodinger equation is an eigenvalue equation and can be written,
H = E ; (2.2)
where H is the Hamiltonian operator that contains  ~
2
2m
r2+V ( !r ) and E is the
eigenvalue. If the potential is zero, then the solution is an oscillatory function
based on the energy of the particle. In a box (two potential barriers that
trap a particle), the energy of the particle takes specic values (quantization
of energy), where the lowest energy state has the lowest integral number of
wavelengths inside the box. This is analogous to the fundamental frequency
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of a musical instrument. Like a musical instrument, there will be overtones
that will include dierent integral number of waves that t in the box. Each
wave overtone will have dierent, distinct energy.
The basic structure of an atom (Bohr model) is a heavy, positively
charged nucleus at the center and light electrons orbiting the nucleus. The
hydrogen atom is a special case where the potential is the electric coulomb
potential (e2=r) due to the proton at the center. Due to the wave-like behavior
of electrons in an atom, the electron does not orbit like planets around the
sun, but rather has an integer number of spherical waves around a spherically
symmetric potential. These spherical waves can be described by a separable
wave-function with a radial wave solution multiplied by an angular solution
given by spherical harmonics:
 = Rnl(r)Y
l
m(; ); (2.3)
where R is the radial function, the Y lm is the spherical harmonic function.
Quantum numbers are used to describe a specic wave-function of an elec-
tron: principle, orbital, and magnetic (denoted n, l, m, respectively). The
orbital quantum number (for hydrogen) ranges from 0  l  n   1, and the
magnetic quantum number ranges from  l  m  l. For historical reasons,
the dierent l states are described with letters to avoid confusion with other
quantum numbers (see table 2.1).
Parity is a measure of symmetry of the wave-function (P (r) =  (r)),
where P is the parity operator. If the wave-function is symmetric, then it has
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Table 2.1: Angular Momentum Quantum Number Designations
l 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
s p d f g h i k l m n
even parity (P (r) = + (r))and if the wave-function is asymmetric, then it
has odd parity (P (r) =   (r)). States with even l (0,2,4) have even parity
and states with odd l have odd parity.
When referring to a state, one usually writes only the principle quantum
number and the orbital quantum number, n and l, respectively. For example,
an electron in the n = 2, l = 0 state is denoted `2s'. Parity is not often used to
describe a hydrogenic state. The energy eigenvalues for a one electron system
are
E =  Z
2
n2
Ry; (2.4)
where Z is the nuclear charge and Ry is the Rydberg unit of energy (13.6eV
= 1Ry).
The electron has an intrinsic spin, s, with eigenvalue, ms that takes
values of ~=2. The two angular momentum quantum numbers couple to-
gether, called LS coupling, to make l + s = j, the total angular momentum.
The total orbital angular momentum (in general) is L =
P
i li. Total spin, S,
can also be written in the same way, S =
P
i si. Total angular momentum,
like S and L, can be written as the sum over individual angular momenta,
J =
P
i ji. The term of an atomic state is denoted
2S+1LJ where the S is
the total spin, L is the total orbital angular momentum, and J is the total
angular momentum (J = L + S). Including the spin of the electron causes
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a small break in degeneracy and leads to ne structure in the atomic energy
levels. The energy eigenvalues then have the following form:
E =  Z
2
n2
  Z
2
n2

2
n2

n
j + 1
2
  3
4

; (2.5)
where  is the ne structure constant. There are other eects that cause
structure to arise that is smaller even than ne structure: Lamb shift (QED
eects) and hyperne structure (spin of proton). Fine structure will not be
important for Stark shapes of Hydrogen Balmer transitions above an electron
density 1014e /cc and will be ignored in the line shape calculations presented
here. This is advantageous because the fewer states to consider, the faster the
calculation will be performed.
2.2 Dipole Moments, Selection Rules, and Radiative
transitions
The classical electric dipole moment, ~D, is classically dened as e~r,
where e is the electric charge and ~r is the position of the object from some ref-
erence point. The quantum mechanical electric dipole moment evaluates ~r as
an expectation value of ~r. Since the wavefunctions are a probability amplitude,
the expectation value can be evaluated as an integral over wavefunctions:
~D = e
Z 1
 1
 (~r)~r (~r)d3~r: (2.6)
Selection rules will determine which combination of states have non-zero dipole
moments There is no dipole moment of a state with itself and only states with
opposite parity will have a non-zero dipole moment.
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The integration over the angular parts can be evaluated using properties
of the spherical harmonic functions and can be described using a 3j symbol (See
xC.2.1). The dipole moment can be separated (See AppendixA on Bra-Ket
notation)
h nlmjDqj n0l0m0i =

l 1 l0
 m q m0

h nlkDk n0l0i; (2.7)
where q denes the vector component, the 3j symbol accounts for the angu-
lar integration, and the reduced dipole moment, h nlkDk n0l0i, is the radial
integral, the physical quantity of interest, dened as
h nlkDk n0l0i = ( 1)l
p
(2l + 1)(2l0 + 1)

l 1 l0
0 0 0

e
Z 1
0
Rnl(r)rRn0l0(r)dr;
1
(2.8)
where the 3j symbol imposes a selection rule that requires l to change by 1 unit
of angular momentum, i.e. a change in parity. An example of the selection rule
for parity change is the n = 2 to n = 1 transition of hydrogen. h2skDk1si = 0:0
because there is no change in l, the selection rules from Eq (2.8) result in a
zero dipole moment (forbidden transition). However, h2pkDk1si is not zero
because the selection rule is satised and there is a nonzero dipole moment
(dipole allowed transition).
The reduced dipole moment is a scalar, unlike the total dipole moment
which is a vector quantity. The reduced dipole moment can be transformed
1A simple transformation using a 6j symbol (xC.2.2) would in-
clude ne structure in the reduced dipole moment:h nljkDk n0l0j0i =
s;s0( 1)l+s+j0+1
p
(2j + 1)(2j0 + 1)

j 1 j0
l0 s l

h nlkDk n0l0i:
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using a tensor operator (3j symbol) to rotate it into components of a vector:
D  =

J 1 J 0
 M  1 M 0

hJkDk0J 0i = 1p
2
(Dx   {Dy)
D0 =

J 1 J 0
 M 0 M 0

hJkDk0J 0i = Dz
D+ =

J 1 J 0
 M 1 M 0

hJkDk0J 0i =  1p
2
(Dx + {Dy):
(2.9)
The selection rules of the 3j symbols require that jJ   J 0j  1, J 6= 0,
and that the sum of the bottom terms be zero. ThereforeM M 0 = q where q
is the middle bottom number. The dierent values of q correspond to dierent
polarization transitions. If q = 0, then this is a  transition, which is linearly
polarized in the z-direction. If jqj = 1, then this is a  transition, circularly
polarized in the x-y plane.
Electrons can transition between dierent states of the atom. This
is made possible by the absorption or emission of a photon. The transition
probability of an electron to spontaneously go from an upper state to a lower
state (assuming a two level atom) is dened by an Einstein A coecient [11]:
Aul =
4
3~c
e2
40c2
!3
X
q;M
jDq;mj2 (2.10)
where we write the square of the dipole moment as
j ~Dq;M j2 = hnljmj ~D  ~Djn0l0j0m0i =

j 1 j0
 m q m0
2
S; (2.11)
where S is the line strength or the square of the reduced dipole moment.
Electrons can also go from an upper state to a lower state stimulated by
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radiation (B) instead of spontaneous decay. Einstein was able to relate the
stimulated emission to the spontaneous absorption by
Bi;j = Ai;j
c3
8h3
: (2.12)
Stimulated emission was not expected but was necessary to reproduce
the Planck spectrum (B(T ) =
2h3
c2
(exp(h=kT )   1) 1). The absorption of
light is related to the stimulated emission by the ratio of the degeneracy, g, of
the upper and lower states: giBij = gjBji [11].
The absorption cross section can be described by the classical electric
dipole harmonic oscillator, with a correction factor
 =
e2
mec
f (2.13)
where f is the correction factor called the oscillator strength. The oscillator
strength can be written
f =
2me!
3~
g
X J 1 J 0
 M q M 0
2
S: (2.14)
2.3 Stark Eect
Everything I have described above would be accurate if there were just
one atom in the universe. Our understanding of atomic physics changes when
we bring in a second atom or charged particle in close proximity. In this case,
there may be electric elds, magnetic elds, or overlapping wavefunctions from
other nearby atoms. This is the reason why the subject of line broadening has
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been continuously studied over the years. In dense, ionized plasmas, the atom
feels a strong electric eld. I will discuss some of the observed changes when
an atom has an electric eld induced upon it.
Stark (1913) rst observed the eects of an electric eld on an atom.
The energies of the levels split, similar to the Zeeman eect. Solving for the
energy eigenvalues can be done exactly using parabolic coordinates (not dis-
cussed here), or using perturbation theory. Perturbation theory takes a known
state, applies an external potential and looks for corrections to the energies
and wavefunctions. One can use a variety of approximations to determine
corrections to the energy eigenvalues. the analytic rst order correction re-
move the degeneracy of n and the energy eigenvalues are linear (neglecting
ne structure) as a function of electric eld. Second order corrections are
quadratic with electric eld and higher order corrections can be used to get
more accurate results.
Using the matrix formalism, put forth by Heisenberg, the perturbed
energy eigenvalues can be found numerically with modern computational tech-
niques. The Hamiltonian matrix elements for the Stark eect (in [9] notation)
are shown in Equation (2.15) where ~D is the dipole operator and ~F (to avoid
confusion with energy eigenvalues) is the electric eld, in Rydberg units.
hJM jHStarkj0J 0M 0i =  2~F  hJM j ~Dj0J 0M 0i (2.15)
The electric eld is often chosen to be aligned with the z-axis. Note that
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there are no diagonal elements because the electric dipole moment requires a
parity change between the two states. See Figure 6.1 for the Stark eect on
the n = 2 level of hydrogen including ne structure.
At small electric eld (when ne structure is included) the energy levels
will be quadratic as a function of electric eld. Once the o diagonal elements
of the Stark eect become larger than the energy separation due to ne struc-
ture, the energy eigenvalues become linear with electric eld. When including
matrix elements that connect dierent n, the high electric eld eects can then
be reproduced, such as the quadratic behavior of the ground state.
The new wavefunctions can be described by a linear combination of
unperturbed wavefunctions that form a basis set,
 =
X
n
cnjni; (2.16)
normalized so that
P
n jcj2 = 1, where cn is the probability amplitude. There-
fore, the new 2s state will become a linear combination of the other n = 2
states. As a result of the mixing, parity and total angular momentum are no
longer good quantum numbers, but m remains a good quantum number.
The new reduced dipole moments can be evaluated as
hk Dki =
X
n
X
m
cncmhnkDkmi (2.17)
Where n and m are the pure states that form the basis set of the
Hamiltonian.  and  are the mixed states. Due to Stark mixing, a 2s! 1s
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transition will be allowed. The evolution of the c2n of one of the 2p states is
shown in Figure 6.2.
2.4 Broadening
In partially ionized plasmas, each atom feels a dierent electric eld,
therefore lines are not split (like what is observed in static global magnetic
eld), but broadened. The line instead is broadened. In high density plasmas,
the spectral lines are broadened so much that thermal broadening has little
eect on the prole. n = even transitions have no unshifted central compo-
nent, resulting in a central dip. For example, H has a central dip and H has
a central peak.
Since the work of Anderson [2] it has been well established that line
shapes can be calculated by the Fourier transform of the dipole auto-correlation
function:
L(!) = <
Z 1
 1
e {!thC(t)iavdt: (2.18)
The autocorrelation function, C(t), is dened as the trace of the dipole evo-
lution with the initial dipole matrix: Trf ~D(t)  ~D(0)g. The dipole moment
evolution can be evaluated by using the time evolution operator: ~D(t) =
U y(t) ~D(0)U(t). The time evolution operator is the solution to the Schrodinger
equation of the form:
{~
@
@t
j (t)i = Hj (t)i: (2.19)
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The evolution of the eigenstates can be described by a time evolu-
tion operator, U(t), that can evolve the states: j (t)i = U(t)j (0)i. The
Schrodinger equation can be rewritten to solve for the time evolution operator
instead of  . The solution will take the form:
U(t) = e {
R t
0 H(t)dt=~ =
X
n
e {
R t
0 En(t)dt=~jnihnj; (2.20)
where the set of Ei are the eigenvalues and jii are the corresponding eigenstate
solutions of the Schrodinger equation (though I will emphasize that time or-
dering of this integral is important). Any function of an operator, f(O^), can be
written as function operating on the eigenvalue over the set of eigenfunctions
that satises the Schrodinger equation, f(o)j i.
During a transition, an electron will oscillate between two bound states.
The Stark eect changes the energies and eigenvalues slightly as a function of
time and will cause there to be changes in the \vibrational frequency". When
there is an ensemble of atoms, all of which have changing frequencies, the
oscillations will be out of phase and destructively interfere which causes the
auto-correlation, C, function to decay.
This is analogous to the attack of a bell, or other percussion instrument.
The attack has many frequencies that overlap and create an unique sound, the
dierent frequencies will cancel each other out and the vibrations damp out.
The Fourier transform of a at line is a delta function and vice versa.
Therefore, a transition that takes longer to damp out will have a sharper peak.
A transition that damps out quickly will have a wider prole. From here on,
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when I mention the auto-correlation function, I will refer to the amplitude
variation with time, not the trivial oscillations (transition frequency). In cal-
culations, removing the high frequency oscillations aids in reducing numerical
errors. Figures 6.4 and 6.6 show examples of auto-correlation functions for
Ly and Ly.
The Fourier transform of a decaying function (see section on natural
& pressure broadening) will have a central component and Lorentzian wings.
The amplitude of Ly becomes negative before it decays to zero and will have
a double peak structure when Fourier transformed.
2.4.1 Natural & Pressure Broadening
It is well established that states have a nite lifetime. Due to the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the nite lifetime of the state will have an
uncertainty or spread in the energy of the state. As a result, when the electron
in some upper state spontaneously decays to a lower state, the lines have some
nite width in energy. I will write the Hamiltonian
H = Hatom   { ; (2.21)
where ~ = 1, Hatom is the Hamiltonian of the eld free atom and   is the
relaxation operator that describes the lifetime of the state. The relaxation
operator can be a sum of both the natural lifetime of the state and timescale
for collisions with electrons (or some other perturber). Equation (2.18) can be
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written as
L(!) =
Z 1
 1
dt e {(! !0)td2e  t (2.22)
where (! = !   !0 ). This Fourier transform of a decaying exponential
should be familiar:
L(!) = d2
 =2
!2 + ( =2)2
(2.23)
Equation (2.23) is the familiar Lorentzian function.
2.4.2 Voigt Prole
The Voigt prole is a convolution of a Doppler and Lorentzian proles.
This technique combines the thermal broadening of a plasma with the natural
shape of the line. Voigt proles will then take on the shape of a Doppler
(Gaussian) core and Lorentzian wings. Using the Fourier transform denition
of convolution, then the Voigt prole can be written in a natural way.
L(!) =
Z 1
 1
dte {(! !0)td2e  te t
2=2 (2.24)
will be the Fourier transform of the Voigt function where  is the width of the
Doppler prole.
2.4.3 Standard Stark Broadening Theory
Stark broadening theory is based on Anderson's Fourier transform method
of calculating the line prole for hydrogen. The rst assumption made in the
1960s and developed by KG, VCS was that electron impacts are very fast
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compared to those of H+. The Hamiltonian takes the form:
H = Hatom + Vion + Velec (2.25)
where in the impact limit,
Vion =  d  ~F and Velec =  {(t): (2.26)
(t) is the impact operator that averages over the Stark eect due to the
fast motion of the electrons. The impact limit is valid when the time be-
tween collisions is long compared to the duration of a collision. Baranger [5][3]
has demonstrated that treating the electrons as quantum particles gives the
same results as treating them as classical particles. Therefore, very few Stark
broadening calculations for hydrogen have treated the electrons as quantum
particles.  can be calculated in a number of forms.
I will neglect any discussion of the plasma charge oscillation frequency
for this thesis, but it needs to be taken into account for more precise line
shapes, since it has been observed in several experiments as small satellite
lines. For our conditions of interest, plasma frequency satellites will show
up at intervals of order  0:01eV . The amplitude of the plasma frequency
oscillations are a few percent of the average eld generated by free particles
and will be dicult to detect in most experiments.
Anderson's equation then takes the form:
L(!) =
Z 1
 1
d2he {(! !0(~F ))te tiavdt: (2.27)
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The averaging can be re-written as an integral over a distribution of
electric elds. This can easily be done when the ions are assumed to be static.
In the case of hydrogen, this may not be a valid approximation (see x5.2),
but for higher Z elements, this will be a good approximation. To include the
distribution over electric microelds, the equation for a Stark broadened line
takes the form:
L(!) =
Z 1
0
W (~F )I(~F ; !)d~F ; (2.28)
whereW is the electric eld distribution and I contains the information about
the collisions with electrons. I have used ~F as the symbol for the electric eld
to avoid confusion with energy eigenvalues.
If the impact approximation is assumed, then the form of I in frequency
space takes the form using matrix element formalism, [20][28]:
I(!; ~F ) =   1

=
X
a;a0
adafdfa0
h
!  !(~F )  (!)
i 1
(2.29)
is a general Lorentzian where ! is the frequency, ! is the shift in frequency
due to the Stark eect, and (!) is the impact operator. The impact operator
can be a constant or frequency/time dependent. This impact operator averages
over electron congurations and impacts and can be modied to take into
account penetrating collisions [1]
The VCS and TB09 theory takes the form of (2.28). VCS [32] unies
the relaxation and one electron impact theories, which is claimed to be more
general and accurately describes the electron contribution to the line prole
from the core to the wings.
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These calculations have agreed well with experiment, in particular
Wiese et al. [44], with strong agreement in the wings of the lines. How-
ever, VCS failed to account for asymmetries in the high density prole and
overpredicted central structure. The FWHM of VCS proles have been used
as plasma diagnostics ever since their work.
TB09 attempted to take into account the eect of electric eld ioniza-
tion by integrating only over electric elds where the electron is still bound to
the atom. The line shape equation is modied as initially proposed by [31].
L(!) =
Z Fcrit
0
P (~F )J(!; ~F )d~FZ Fcrit
0
P (~F )d~F
; (2.30)
where Fcrit =
2n+1
6n4(n+1)2
e
a20
. To account for ionization due to electronic collisions,
TB09 created a high frequency cuto in the prole, where they dene !c as
the ionization threshold frequency according to the linear Stark eect. The
prole is then modied a second time to account for this:
L0(!) =
L(!)e j!j=!cZ 1
0
L(!)e j!j=!cd!
; (2.31)
where ! is dened as the detuning, !   !0, where !0 is the transition fre-
quency. Using this approximation, TB09 have calculated proles beyond the
limits of the approximations used. For example, the impact approximation
is not valid at high densities. The impact approximation for H is no longer
valid above 1017 e/cc. When the lines get fat, the decay time is short, which
means that even electrons will be in the quasi-static limit.
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2.4.4 Simulation Methods
By the 1960s computers became incredibly useful in solving problems,
including line broadening. In the 1970s, a method was proposed to create Stark
proles by solving Anderson's equations exactly and simulating the electric
eld sequence. Stamm et al. [36], [37] showed that it was possible to simulate
a plasma as an N-body simulation, simulating an evolving electric eld at the
position of the emitter, solving the Schrodinger equation to calculate the auto-
correlation function. The calculated auto-correlation function is then averaged
over many electric eld time sequences. [16] was the rst to implement this
method to the Balmer series of H, simulating only 80 particles.
The method is a classical N-body plasma simulation, usually with great
care taken to calculate the re-injection of particles that leave the simulation.
Using Monte-Carlo methods, it is possible to simulate two temperature plas-
mas or even plasmas that do not obey Maxwellian statistics.
In certain regimes treating the electrons as classical is not a bad ap-
proximation, as long as the typical length between particles is much greater
than their de Broglie wavelength, ltyp  rdeBroglie, where ltyp = (ne 43) 1=3 and
the thermal de Broglie wavelength is
p
h=2mkT for an ideal gas. Quantum
eects become important when the typical distance between particles becomes
of order the thermal de Broglie wavelength (see Figure 6.7). This assumption
of an ideal gas is good as long as the plasma remains weakly coupled. A plasma
is weakly coupled when Hooper's 'a' value (ltyp=rDebye) is less than 1.
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There are actually very few collisions with the nucleus itself, but the
electrons will reside inside the \sphere of inuence" of an ideal plasma which
is described by the Debye radius (equation (2.32)).
D =
r
kBT
4nee2
(2.32)
Where kB, T , ne, e are the Boltzmann constant, temperature, electron
density, and electric charge, respectively. When neglecting particle-particle
interaction, Stambulchik et al. [34] [33] uses dierent eective Debye lengths
for dierent species in the plasma. The Debye length used is the general form
D =
s
kBT
nee2=Te +
P
i njq
2
j=Tj
; (2.33)
where j denotes the dierent species in the plasma and qj is the charge of
that element in the plasma. Each species is then screened by other like species
and lighter particles Therefore, only electrons can contribute to screening of
electrons, while ions are subject to screening by both ions and electrons.
Therefore, [34] has the above formula for electrons and reduces the
Debye length for the ions, since ion motion will screen other ions. The electric
eld is determined (in 3-D space) as a function of time, using a charge shielded
electric eld for the perturbers,
~F =
e
r2

1 +
r
D

e r=D : (2.34)
The Hamiltonian is solved at every time step. The time step must be
small enough to resolve the electric eld and oscillations of the autocorrelation
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function. If the sampling is not ne enough, then the motions of the particles
may be over-predicted (close to the atom) or may result in errors in the auto-
correlation function. However, oversampling will increase computing time.
The perturbations by the electrons and ions are the same, where Vion
and Velec are both the Stark eect ( d  ~F ). The only interaction the atom has
with the plasma is through the electric eld. Electrons will be quick relative
to the ions and will have quick, sharp spikes in electric eld, while the ions will
create the background electric eld. In this picture, the spikes in electric eld
will cause a phase shift in the auto-correlation function. When averaged, this
will reproduce the behavior of a decaying exponential. The Fourier transform
will recreate the Lorentzian shape commonly seen in Stark proles.
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Chapter 3
Calculation
3.1 Plasma E-eld Simulation
I have built an N-body simulation to create a time sequence of electric
elds at the atom placed at the center of the simulation sphere. My simulation
sphere is chosen to be 7 Debye lengths in order to simulate enough particles,
but not so large that it slows computation. I assume that the plasma is weakly
coupled and close to ideal. This assumption can simplify the calculation when
I choose the plasma particles to move in straight line trajectories (i.e. ignore
particle-particle interaction) according to an impact parameter distribution.
Stambulchik et al. (2007) [33] have shown that only in strongly coupled plas-
mas is accounting for particle-particle interaction important; at Te = 1eV and
ne = 10
18 the errors in the FWHM are  10%. In the case of hydrogen, the
emitter is neutral, so I need not take into account radiator-perturber inter-
actions. For charged emitters I will change the trajectory to be hyperbolic
or parabolic trajectories as an alternative to simulating all particle-particle
interactions in the plasma.
Using random number techniques [30], I randomly create impact pa-
rameters, b, for the particles, sampled from the distribution P (b) = b
p
R2sim   b2
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[16]. Initial particle positions generated are greater than that particle's corre-
sponding impact parameter. The particles must move within the simulation
for several crossing times to redistribute the particle positions, making it uni-
form. I compare an electric eld distribution function from this method with
Hooper's low frequency electric eld distribution (See Figure 6.10). Velocities
are sampled from a Maxwellian distribution, where direction is determined by
the impact parameter.
When perturbers leave the simulation sphere, they are put back at a
random position on the edge of the simulation sphere. The magnitude of
velocity is kept the same in order to avoid cooling. If the particles were to
be re-injected at a random angle, the random number generator would favor
larger angles, causing the electrons to drift away from the atom. To prevent
this, the velocity direction is chosen to preserve the same impact parameter.
To achieve this, the particle is rst placed at the top of the sphere, x = 0,
y = 0, z = rsim. The velocity polar angle dened as vel = arctan(b=rsim), and
the azimuthal angle is chosen at random. A random  and  are chosen for
the particle's new position, and rotation matrices are then used to change the
coordinates from the top of the simulation to the chosen random position on
the simulation edge.
The atom is placed at the center of the simulation sphere and will feel
the electric eld of all the particles. The electric eld felt by the radiator
is the sum of all the perturbers in the plasma. Each particle will have the
Debye-Hukel screened electric eld (See eqn (2.34)). The Debye length used
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to screen the electrons will have contributions only from other electrons. The
Debye length for the ions will have contributions from both the electrons and
moving ions. This is a slight overestimate of the Debye length of the ions, but
is more accurate than having it singly screened [33].
3.2 Time Evolution Operator
I will get the necessary information (unperturbed energy eigenvalues
and reduced dipole moments) from the analytic equations in [8]. For elements
other than hydrogen, I can use Cowan's [9] atomic spectroscopy code to get
these same quantities. I have neglected ne structure because these eects are
unimportant at the temperatures and densities of interest and only increase
calculation time by adding twice the number of states considered. [29] exam-
ined the ne structure of H and found signicant changes in the line shape up
to ne = 10
14. Figure 6.12 shows that there is no dierence between including
and neglecting ne structure for our temperature and density of interest. The
energy eigenvalues will be diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian. Therefore,
when there is no perturbation, then the returned eigenvalues are the diagonal
elements.
The electric eld produced by the simulation will be transformed into
the coordinates outlined in xC.1. The o diagonal matrix elements for the
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Hamiltonian for the Stark eect are evaluated
hJM jHelecj0J 0M 0i =  2( 1)J MhJkDk0J 0i
CJ1J
0
 M0M 0Fz   CJ1J
0
 M1M 0
Fx + {Fyp
2
+ CJ1J
0
 M 1M
Fx   {Fyp
2

; (3.1)
where the \C"s are the 3j symbols

Cj1j2j3m1m2m3 =

j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3

The reduced dipole matrix, D, for Ly will take the form (with actual
values of the unperturbed reduced dipole matrix elements):
0BBBBBBBBBB@
1s 2s 2p1 2p0 2p 1
1s 0 0 1:29 1:29 1:29
2s 0 0 0 0 0
2p1 0 0 0 0 0
2p0 0 0 0 0 0
2p 1 0 0 0 0 0
1CCCCCCCCCCA
; (3.2)
where the states are labeled as nlm, n is the principle quantum number, l
is the orbital angular momentum, and m denotes the azimuthal or magnetic
quantum number. The Hermitian conjugate of the reduced dipole transition
matrix is Dy 0BBBBBBBBBB@
1s 2s 2p1 2p0 2p 1
1s 0 0 0 0 0
2s 0 0 0 0 0
2p1  1:29 0 0 0 0
2p0  1:29 0 0 0 0
2p 1  1:29 0 0 0 0
1CCCCCCCCCCA
: (3.3)
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There will be two methods that I will discuss for solving the time evo-
lution operator U . U takes on dierent denitions depending on the quantum
representation used (xB). The Schrodinger representation evolves the am-
plitudes of the eigenstates, while the Heisenberg representation evolves the
operators. The latter is a good representation to use when doing matrix me-
chanics. U is used to evolve state vectors (j (t)i = U(t)j (0)i) and to evolve
operators (A(t) = U y(t)AU(t)). Both representations have been used in this
program and are found to yield the same results. Since the Hamiltonian takes
the form of a known atomic solution and a time dependent perturbation, I can
take advantage of the interaction picture.
3.2.1 Eigenvalue Solver
I will solve for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors to advance the time
evolution operator, nding the time evolution with Schrodinger's equation.
I am using a method described in [10], [18], and [17] to solve for the time
evolution operator. Advancing the time evolution operator can be written as
a series of products:
U(ti) = U(ti 1)U(ti 2)::::U(t0): (3.4)
Where each advancement in time can be written
U(ti) = exp

{
~
Z ti
ti 1
H^(t)dt

U(ti 1) (3.5)
and can be numerically evaluated as
U(ti) =
"X
n
e {En(ti 1)t=~jn(ti 1)ihn(ti 1)j
#
U(ti 1): (3.6)
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En(t) will be the eigenvalue at time, t, and jn(t)i will be the corresponding
eigenvector solution. The argument inside the sum is explicitly written
e {En(ti 1)t=~jn(ti 1)ihn(ti 1) =
e {En(ti 1)t=~
 
c1(ti 1) c

2(ti 1) : : :

n
0B@ c1(ti 1)c2(ti 1)
...
1CA
n
;
(3.7)
where each n is an eigenvalue solution with its corresponding eigenvector whose
amplitudes are represented by the c's. Using this form provides numerical sta-
bility, keeping the time evolution operator unitary. I will remove the high fre-
quency component of the transitions to reduce numerical errors in the Fourier
transform,
U(t) = eiH0t=~U(t): (3.8)
From here on out, I will dene U as the low frequency changes in the time
evolution operator. I will use the Heisenberg representation to evolve the
dipole moments: D(t) = Uy(t)DU(t). When Fourier transforming this form
of the dipole moment, bigger steps can be taken. Time steps also do not
need to be small to sample transition frequencies. Because the high frequency
oscillations can be taken out, the Fourier transform has less numerical noise.
3.2.2 Numerical Integrator
I will use the interaction picture to check that I get the same proles.
The Schrodinger equation in the interaction picture removes the high frequency
oscillations of the unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian, H0
i~
d
dt
UI(t) = e
iH0t=~V (t)e iH0t=~UI(t); (3.9)
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to solve the time evolution operator with the subscript denoting the interaction
representation. I can use dierent integrators, for example, the simple Euler
integration takes the form
UI(t+t) = UI(t) + t
 i
~
eiH0t=~V (t)e iH0t=~

: (3.10)
But Euler integration has stability problems, which is going to be problematic
when V(t) varies with time. The Runge-Kutta (RK) method [30],[34] modies
the Euler integration:
k1 =
 i
~
eiH0t=~V (t)e iH0t=~UI(t)
k2 =
 i
~
eiH0t=~V (t)e iH0t=~

UI(t) +
t
2
k1

k3 =
 i
~
eiH0t=~V (t)e iH0t=~

UI(t) +
t
2
k2

k4 =
 i
~
eiH0t=~V (t)e iH0t=~ [UI(t) + tk3]
UI(t+t) = UI(t) +
t
6
[k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k3] :
(3.11)
The dierent ki predict the integrated function, but has issues due to some
large electric elds due to strong collisions. In order to compensate, the time
steps must be very small. This has a disadvantage of needing smaller time
steps to insure that the time evolution operator maintains unitarity. If the
time evolution operator exceeds the initial value, then the run is repeated
with a dierent set of initial conditions. Even with a small time step, U does
not always stay unitary and often runs away. This method is not desirable due
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to the lack of stability. Due to the extra time-steps required, the RK method is
slower than using the eigenvalue solver. At low and moderate densities the RK
solution and eigenvalue solutions are indistinguishable. If the no-quenching
assumption is made (x5.3), the high density proles are near identical. But
when taking into account the eect of other states (and including eects of
eld ionization), then the proles have the same shape, but may not necessarily
have the same width. Because the RK method does not guarantee unitarity,
there may be articial broadening that is numerical nature [10]. Figure 6.11
illustrates this with a high density H prole.
3.3 Autocorrelation Function
When I calculate the auto-correlation function, I want to remove the
trivial high-frequency and look for low frequency modulations in the amplitude
since including the high frequency oscillations makes no dierence in the basic
line shape (except at high electric elds) and introduces unphysical features
on the blue side of the prole. Looking for the amplitude reduces numerical
noise in the Fourier transform and allows me to reduce the number of time
steps in the calculation.
The time evolution operator will only be operating on the reduced
dipole moments, the physical quantity of interest (see Appendix xC.1). The
evolved dipole matrix,
 !
D is written as:
 !
D = Uy(t)
 !
DU(t)e{!t: (3.12)
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The frequency ! is centered around the transition of interest (when
ne structure is considered). Once I have this matrix, I can then use an
identity for the scalar product of two tensor operators based on the orthogonal
properties of the 3j symbols.
hJM j !D   !Dj0J 0M 0i =
X
00J 00
hJkDk00J 00ih0J 00k Dk0J 0i
X
m00q
( 1) q+J M

J 00 1 J
 M 00 q M

( 1) j00+m00

J 00 1 J 0
 M 00 q M 0

(3.13)
can be simplied using 3j symbol identities:
hJM j !D   !Dj0J 0M 0i = JM;J 0M 0 1
2J + 1
X
00J 00
( 1)J J 00hJkDk00J 00ih00J 00k Dk0J 0i:
(3.14)
This simplication is much faster because it does not need to call the 3j func-
tion repeatedly. The dipole moment is then evolved to evaluate the autocor-
relation function
C(t) =


TrfU(t)DyU y(t) Dg
av
: (3.15)
3.4 Multiple Lines
I can modify equation (3.15) to include multiple lines. This is worth the
modication because at high densities the lines begin to overlap and treating
each line as a series of pseudo-two-level-atom may not be appropriate. The
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equation for the autocorrelation function would need to be modied to include
a density matrix:
C(t) =


TrfU(t)DyU y(t) Dg
av
: (3.16)
The density matrix,  is dened as an occupation probability and can be
described by Boltzmann factors,
 = eHatom=kT=TrfeHatom=kTg: (3.17)
If the level populations are not in LTE, the density matrix may be dicult to
calculate. However, in our density and temperature range, describing popula-
tions with Boltzmann statistics is sucient, even if the states may not be in
absolute LTE.
The Fourier Transform of multiple lines can be numerically inaccurate,
so I will present an alternative for the calculation where the evolved dipole
matrix is averaged rst. The Fourier transform D(t) is performed before the
multiplication of the unperturbed dipole moment. Since I am using a mean
(or a sum) to average the dierent runs, then I can move the average inside
the trace,
hTrfD(t) Dgiav = TrfhD(t)iav Dg: (3.18)
Matrix calculus identities allows me to move the Fourier transform inside the
trace of the autocorrelation function,Z 1
0
e i!tTrfhD(t)iav Dgdt = Tr
Z 1
0
e i!thD(t)iavdt D

; (3.19)
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where I dene the dipole moment as a function of frequency,
hD(!)iav =
Z 1
0
e i!thD(t)iavdt: (3.20)
The line shape function then takes the form
L(!) = TrfhD(!)iav Dg (3.21)
for emission. Absorption line shapes take the same form, but  is changed
to be i   u. This form is a numerically simple way to calculate the entire
hydrogen spectrum and can even be used for the single line case.
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Chapter 4
Comparisons & Testing
In this short section I perform checks against past work to insure that
my calculations agree for the same approximations. Since H is the standard
(where many theories agree) and has been used extensively as a diagnostic,
it is important to compare my H prole with VCS and Gigosos et al. [13],
both of whom have extensive tabulated line widths and proles. Both [13] and
VCS did use the no-quenching approximation (See x5.3). Table 6.1 compares
my values of the H FWHM against [13]. The FWHM agree well. Making the
same assumptions as VCS (static ions, linear stark eect, screened electrons),
my simulated proles are identical (within numerical noise) for log10 ne between
15 and 18 (see Figures 6.13 and 6.15). My calculations agree over at least 3
orders of magnitude! The excellent agreement with past work gives me an
excellent foundation to test assumptions commonly made in line broadening
theory of hydrogen.
Figure 6.16 tests the eects of increasing t. For the highest quality
proles, t must be taken to be small because larger time-steps diminish the
wings. This may be a small eect in the overall prole, but recall that the wings
of the prole are important for calculating gravities in WDs. Figure 6.17 also
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shows the eect of the number of congurations on the prole, testing at what
point the prole converges. Obviously, increasing the number of congurations
will increase the quality of the prole.
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Chapter 5
Line Shapes & Approximations
5.1 Limitations & Considerations
I have assumed that the only interaction the plasma has with the atom
is through the electric dipole moment. This means I have not accounted for
the quadrupole moment Stark eect in my calculations or even the eects of
neutrals. The plasma conditions of interest to us will not require a quadrupole
moment with the electric eld. At higher densities (i.e. for strongly coupled
plasmas), it will be necessary to include the quadrupole eects. I am treating
the electrons as classical, but have justied this approximation in Figure 6.7.
This is a ne approximation for the temperatures and densities that we are
interested in for WD photospheres. Baranger [5][3] has shown that quantum
mechanical treatment of electrons has little eect on the line shape. But for
more strongly coupled plasmas where the thermal de Broglie wavelength is the
the same order of magnitude as the mean separation of the particles, then the
electrons must be computed quantum mechanically.
The inclusion of close interactions of the perturbers with the atom
have not been considered. For example, as ions get close, a quasi H+2 state
can form, creating weak satellite lines. I have also neglected to include the
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eects of penetrating electron collisions on the atom [1], which is dicult
to incorporate in a simulation method. Accounting for penetrating collisions
requires solving the Schrodinger equation using a non-uniform electric eld.
There is another eect I have not included explicitly in my calculations
that has to do with electric eld ionization [8]. At suciently high electric
elds (where the electric eld is no longer a perturbation) the line shapes will
dissolve into a continuum. If the electric eld energy is of the same order as the
the ionization energy of the state, there is a high probability that the electron
will become ionized, reducing the strength of the transition and contributing
to the continuum opacity. The experiment by [44] shows that the higher order
transitions dissolve into the continuum. TB09 tried to take this into account
by truncating the integral over electric microelds (Eq (2.30)) and resulted in
a narrowing of the proles. There is no good theory to describe the line shapes
of lines that are at the threshold of ionization.
In my calculation of the Schrodinger equation, it's ideal to use an in-
nite basis set. Obviously this is not realistic, so I need to include a cut-o that
will accurately calculate line shapes without compromising computing time.
Solving the Schrodinger equation is the most computationally expensive part
of the calculation. Therefore the more states I include in the calculation, the
longer it takes. Ly requires only 10 states, so this is a very quick calculation.
If I were to do the full set (up to n = 12), I would need nearly 1000 states.
Doing the standard theory using the full set is easy because the Schrodinger
equation needs to be solved only a couple of hundred times. In a simulation,
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I need to solve more than a thousand time steps per iteration and I am doing
hundreds to ten thousand iterations, meaning I am solving the Schrodinger
equation from 500,000 to 10s of millions of time during a calculation. Instead
of including all the possible states, I will only include the two states adjacent
to the line (see x5.3). Including the extra states will not form a complete ba-
sis, but will account for 1st order changes in the line shape. More computing
power is required in order to do these calculations with a more complete basis.
5.2 Dynamic Ions
It has been suggested in the literature ([44], [35], [14]) that static ions
is not a valid approximation when testing accuracy of line shapes.
[35] suggested that ion dynamics could account for some of the discrep-
ancies in the cores of lines and developed a simulation technique for plasmas to
be able to include this eect. [14] compared the proles of the Balmer series
using the -ion model. In the \-ion" model, the ions are given the veloc-
ity according to a Maxwellian distribution dened by the reduced mass of the
radiator-perturber system. Dynamic ions will \blur" the proles and ll in the
dip as well as broaden the line more. Figure 6.18 uses H as an example to
demonstrate the eects of ion dynamics. Transitions where there is a central
component will also be aected. Static ions create \shoulders" in H. Due
to the \blurring" of the line, the shoulders will disappear and the prole will
look more Lorentzian. Figure 6.19 shows signicant changes in the prole of
H. At reasonably high densities, the FWHM increases 66% compared to the
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static ion case. Dynamic ions (for hydrogen) corresponds to a  = 0:5, while
dynamic radiator and static ions is  = 1:0, and static ions and static radiator
is  =1.
The eect of dynamic ions will be more important for narrower lines.
Narrower lines need more time for C(t) to decay. If there is more time, then
the ions will move before the transition is done. At ne = 10
15, The FWHM of
H increased by 7.25%. With H with the most dramatic change and H with
small but non-negligible changes in the FWHM, ion collisions and uctuations
can aect the shape of the line, changing the interpreted conditions. Inclusion
of ion dynamics might account for some of the runaway eect observed in
Kepler et al. (2007).
5.3 Interacting States
When solving the Stark eect, it is important to account for the interac-
tion of states between dierent principle quantum numbers. This means that
the calculation includes a more complete basis set. At low densities, where
perturbations due to the electric eld are small, there is little contribution to
the line. However, at high densities, where the perturbations are of the same
order as the energy separation of the dierent n transitions, then this will
change the shape of the line.
When I ignore the matrix elements that connect dierent n, the energy
eigenvalues are linear for arbitrarily large electric elds, which is unphysical.
Interactions between states (even at low electric elds) introduce extra struc-
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ture, some of which can be approximated by 2nd and 3rd order Stark eects.
H is a good example to demonstrate the eects of nearby states [34].
Ignoring interactions between n = 2 and n = 3, will create a symmetric prole
centered on the transition energy (i.e. no shift). However, if the interaction
between n = 2 and n = 3 is included, then H will shift to the blue and
the FWHM will be relatively unchanged. Including n = 4 will cause the line
center to shift red-ward of the unperturbed transition energy and asymmetries
will begin to surface, though will be more apparent on the higher order lines.
In the Balmer series, the blue side of the core is enhanced due to this eect,
while the red wing is enhanced (See Figures 6.11 and 6.21).
At high densities, H shows signicant asymmetries (see Figure 6.11)
in the core. The wings of H do not have the same intensity, with the blue side
being diminished and the red side enhanced, opposite of the core. However,
when the perturbations are strong (energy eigenvalues overlap), then the lines
become diminished, Figure 6.20 demonstrates this for H. Therefore in the
experiment by Wiese et al., we see that the peak is shifted toward the blue
because the red side of prole ceases to exist. The shapes of H and H
are reproduced well by including this eect, and also shows that the line is
narrower because the energy eigenvalues cannot expand beyond this limit.
This concept of including other states is not new, [10], [34], [18], [25]
used this in their calculation of line proles, but not for the transitions at
our temperatures and densities of interest for WD photospheres. [44] pointed
out some of the failures of VCS to accurately predict the asymmetries in both
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the line core and the wings. By including a more complete basis set, the
asymmetries are reproduced (Figures 6.24,6.25,6.26).
5.3.1 Comparison with Experiment
I will compare my proles against VCS and TB09 using the Wiese et al
experiment as the benchmark. This is a good experiment to compare to due
to its high signal-to-noise ratio and high spectral resolution. The compared
proles have the fewest assumptions (See x5) To compare, I have included the
!4 factor in the emission
j(!) =
e2
3c3
!4S: (5.1)
I then add an arbitrary 1st order polynomial background to account for the
b-f continuum and I scale so that the prole height matches the height of the
experiment values. The high density spectrum was determined to be  91016
Wiese et al. The t by Xenomorph is  11017e=cc, so the proles from Figure
6.21 are appropriate.
The ts between H, H, and H are pretty consistent with the mean
(1:086  0:0097)  1017 and the standard deviation is 0:017  1017, which is
1.5% of the mean.
Figure 6.24 compares the H prole calculated with Xenomorph. I
have agreement in both the core and the wings of the line. I am condent
that dynamic ions and including quenching collisions and eld ionization is
the most accurate model for the line shapes. The asymmetry and depth of the
dip of the H core are reproduced exactly. VCS and TB09 over predict the
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structure of the central dip.
The estimate from this calculation is slightly higher than the density
determinations from the continuum t ( 10%) due to including ion motion
in the Debye length. The derived t is within the uncertainties of the t and
the estimate.
Figure 6.25 compares the H proles calculated by Xenomorph and
Wiese et al. The ion dynamics have reduced the \shoulder" structure and
reproduced the prole nearly identically. All three theories are nearly identical
for this line.
Figure 6.26 compares the H proles calculated by Xenomorph and
Wiese et al. This transition will be crucial to picking out the proper line
broadening model. Accounting for ion dynamics washes out the central struc-
ture of H and is currently the only line broadening code to accurately predict
no central dip. This is also the only calculation to predict the knee in the core.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis I have examined line broadening of H in order to better
determine atmospheric parameters of white dwarfs. The main focus was to ex-
amine the various approximations used. The various approximations include
ignoring ion motion, and ignoring quenching collisions. Some approximations
are valid in certain regimes, for example, ne structure eects are not notice-
able at electron densities above 1014 e/cc.
Accounting for ion dynamics can lead to a blurring of the features
of the Stark broadened line. In hydrogen, this does have an eect on the
line shapes and can cause some discrepancies in the FWHM. The eect will
be more pronounced for narrower lines (lower electron density). At 12,000K,
VCS underestimates the width of the line, ion dynamics may be able to correct
this eect. Because I am accounting for ion motion, I have reduced the Debye
length for the ions. This will cause a slight reduction in the FWHM of the
lines ( 10%). The reduction in the FWHM will lead us to infer a higher
density, which would increase determined the log g of white dwarfs
Including the nearby n states will create a more complete basis set.
This reproduces the observed asymmetries in the Balmer series. The eect
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is more pronounced at higher densities where the perturbation due to the
electric eld is of the same order of magnitude as the energy splitting between
the dierent levels.
I have also been able to include magnetic elds more self-consistently
in my calculations which has not been done in H before. This may allow us to
get better parameters on B elds in WD. Zeeman splitting may go undetected
in low resolution spectra of WDs. In order to detect Zeeman splitting, the
splitting must be greater than the average electric eld from the plasma. The
theory developed here will be in place to interpret the coming experiments
at Sandia National Laboratories and aid in accurately constraining surface B
elds in observed WDs.
Using as few assumptions as possible when t to data (Wiese et al.
1972), Xenomorph outperforms TB09 and VCS in reproducing the line shapes.
Xenomorph proles as a density diagnostic has agreement between H, H,
and H  1%.
I will be the rst to use simulation techniques on the higher order lines
for conditions in WD photospheres. Never before have the higher order lines
been properly treated for the eects of the nearby states.
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Figure 6.1: The Stark eect on the energy eigenvalues for the n = 2 states of
H. The upper-most state is the 2p j = 3=2 m = 1=2 state. The unperturbed
state is the 2p j = 3=2m = 3=2 state. The state that parallels the unperturbed
state is the 2s j = 1=2 m = 1=2 state and the lowest state is the 2p j = 1=2
m = 1=2 state. Notice that only states that have the same m are perturbed.
Table 6.1: Comparing H
Te(K) ne FWHM (Gigosos) FWHM (This work) % dierence
10,000 1 1014 0.397 0.401 1.0
10,000 1 1015 2.16 2.12 1.8
10,000 1 1016 10.2 9.5 7.3
20,000 1 1018 233 233 < 1.0
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Figure 6.2: The Stark eect on the eigenfunctions for the 2p state where
j = 1=2 m = 1=2. Notice that there is a non-zero component of the 2s state
and the other 2p states. 2p j = 3=2 m = 3=2 has no component because states
of dierent magnetic number do not mix.
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Figure 6.3: The auto-correlation function of Ly.
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Figure 6.4: The spectra of Ly. The exponential decay of the function Fourier
transforms to be Lorentzian in shape.
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Figure 6.5: Left: The auto-correlation function of Ly. Right: The spectra of
Ly. The auto-correlation function has a dip in this case, which will lead to a
dip in the spectrum.
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Figure 6.6: Left: The auto-correlation function of Ly. Right: The spectra of
Ly. The auto-correlation function has a dip in this case, which will lead to a
dip in the spectrum.
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Figure 6.7: The contour of the ratio of the typical distance to the de Broglie
wavelength. The log is plotted, any black part of the region would be cause for
concern to assume electrons as classical particles. Assuming classical electrons
for our temperature and density regime is appropriate.
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Figure 6.8: Top: A simulated electric eld as a function of time. Bottom: the
auto-correlation function for the same F eld sequence shown above.
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Figure 6.9: Showing the evolution of the auto-correlation function with an
increasing number of runs, showing the nal shape for a transition in the
plasma with an increasing number of runs.
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Figure 6.10: Monte Carlo simulation of the static electric eld, a = ltyp=rDebye.
Dark lines with points are Hooper's calculation, while my calculation is the
dashed line. This comparison shows that my simulation tends to favor larger
electric elds more than Hooper's distribution. Disagreement is at most 4%.
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Figure 6.11: H at high density, where eld ionization and quenching collisions
will be important. Both proles show the blue side of the core enhanced and
the blue wing diminished compared to the red side of the prole. The Runge-
Kutta integrator shows a slightly wider prole, yet nearly identical shape. The
RK method does not guarantee unitarity and can introduce broadening that
is numerical in nature [10].
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of H with and without ne structure included for
two dierent densities.
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Figure 6.13: Low density (ne = 10
15) comparison of this work with VCS. The
agreement is quite good (except for numerical noise).
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Figure 6.14: ne = 10
16 comparison of this work with VCS. The work presented
here is for the same set of approximations used by VCS.
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Figure 6.15: My calculated H line prole compared to VCS. The shapes and
widths are nearly identical, like in gure 6.13. The calculation agrees with H
over 3 orders of magnitude. This is essential with H being the standard line
where most theories agree.
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Figure 6.16: When I vary the time-step in the calculation, the wings become
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les for WD atmospheres, I need
to use small  t in order to properly calculate the wings of the line.
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Figure 6.17: H with dierent number of congurations. Obviously, the fewer
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gurations averaged the noisier the prole becomes. However, the FWHM
is well dened even for few iterations. Even at low number of congurations,
the prole's FWHM is well dened. But it will take many congurations to
fully resolve the central structure of the prole.
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Figure 6.18: I compare two models of the ions. Dark line: dynamic ions
according to the \-ion model". Dotted line: static ions. The eects of ion
motions are apparent, the features of the prole are lled in or blurred. In
this example, I show how ion dynamics blur the H line where the central dip
is not as prominent.
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Figure 6.19: The eect of dynamic ions ( = 0:5) is much more signicant for
H. The FWHM of the prole that includes dynamic ions is 66% greater than
the static ion case.
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Figure 6.20: Demonstrating the e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erent n states in the
calculation. The pro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Figure 6.21: Comparing Xenomorph (including ion dynamics and quenching
collisions) with KG, VCS, and TB09 for H through H. At ne = 10
17, there
are minor dierences between the dierent theories for H and H. Xenomorph
is the only one to not predict a central dip for H. Xenomorph does predict
substantial asymmetries, and signicant reduction in FWHM for H and H.
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Figure 6.22: The splitting of the n = 2 level of H, including ne structure and
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do in the Stark e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Figure 6.23: H for several dierent B eld values. The magnetic eld is not
detectable for electric elds below about 105 Gauss.
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Figure 6.24: H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le ts against Wiese et al. (1972), an experiment used
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Figure 6.25: H pro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Figure 6.26: H proles tted against Wiese et al. (1972). Here, TB09 and
VCS do a little better in the wings, but the core structure is missed completely.
Xenomorph reproduces the core structure and most importantly is the only
theory where the derived density is consistent between the three lines used.
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Appendix A
Bra-Ket Notation
In general, quantum mechanical states are described by a large basis
set and there are many possible wave-functions that an electron can take. As
a result, matrix formalism has been employed by Heisenberg and Dirac to
describe quantum systems. A state would be described as a vector with some
probability that the electron is in one of those states. Those states could be a
pure state (be described by one wavefunction) or can be described by a linear
combination of wavefunctions. Dirac used the notation j...i (Bra) to describe a
state vector and h...j (Ket) is it's complex conjugate:
j i =
0BBB@
 1
 2
 3
...
1CCCA & h j =    1  2  3 : : :  : (A.1)
Each  i forms an orthogonal basis set. h ij ji is a dot product which in-
volves an integral over the spatial coordinates. Since the states are orthogonal,
h ij ji = ij.
In quantum mechanics, observables are the result of operators on eigen-
states, for example, the Hamiltonian is an energy operator, whose observable
is the energy of the system. Operators can then be described by matrices and
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satisfy the eigenvalue problem:
Aj i = aj i: (A.2)
Any matrix element of an operator will be denoted h jAj i.
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Appendix B
Quantum Pictures
B.1 Schrodinger Picture
In the Schrodinger picture of quantum evolution, the eigenvectors evolved
in time, leaving the operators (usually) not a function of time. Therefore the
Schrodinger equation (~ = 1)
i
d
dt
 = H (B.1)
has the solution where j (t)i = e iHtj (0)i. A time evolution operator may
be dened so that
j (t)i = U(t)j (0)i (B.2)
B.2 Heisenberg Picture
Heisenberg, on the other hand had a picture where the operators evolved
in time and the eigenvectors remained independent of time. This is a conve-
nient picture to work in for matrix mechanics. In either picture you can dene
the time evolution of some observable
a(t) = h (0)jeiHtAe iHtj (0)i (B.3)
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where e iHtj (0)i is the time evolution in the Schrodinger picture.
Heisenberg then went on to dene
A(t) = eiHtA(0)e iHt (B.4)
so that the operators evolve rather than the eigenstates.
B.3 Interaction Picture
The interaction picture takes the best of both worlds by evolving both
the operators and the eigenvectors, but taking some of the trivial oscillations
out of the solution:
j I(t)i = eiHtj Si1 (B.5)
where the subscripts I and S denote the interaction and Schrodinger pictures,
respectively. This makes simplies the Schrodinger equation when solving for
a system that has a known Hamiltonian, H0 and a time dependent part, V (t).
The Schrodinger equation for such a system is
i
d
dt
j Si = [H0 + V (t)]j Si: (B.6)
Taking Eq (B.5) into Eq (B.6) yeilds
i
d
dt
je iH0t Ii = [H0 + V (t)]e iH0tj Ii; (B.7)
which can be manipulated so that
H0e
 iH0tj Ii+ ie iH0t d
dt
j Ii = [H0e iH0t + V (t)e iH0t]j Ii: (B.8)
1Notice the sign of this equation compared to the Schrodinger picture
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Manipulating the exponentials and the unperturbed Hamiltonians brings some-
thing similar to the Heisenberg representation,
i
d
dt
j Ii = [eiH0tH0e iH0t + eiH0tV (t)e iH0t  H0]j Ii: (B.9)
Becuase eiH0tH0e
 iH0t = H0 then the Schrodinger equation for the interaction
picture is written
i
d
dt
j Ii = VI(t)j Ii; (B.10)
where VI(t) = e
iH0tVS(t)e
 iH0t.
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Appendix C
Racah Algebra
C.1 Irreducible Tensor Operators
I have been using the Racah formalism introduced in Cowan's book on
Atomic Physics and Spectroscopy. Tensors can be decomposed to what are
\irreducible parts", which can transform under a rotation of coordinates. This
is analogous to changing from Cartesian coordinates to spherical harmonics.
The tensors will be an operator T (k) that has 2k+1 components with q going
from -k to k. Individual components of the tensor will be denoted T
(k)
q . And
the operator is Hermitian if T
(k)y
q = ( 1)qT (k)q
This project will largely be concerned with dipole operators, which can
be re-written in terms of irreducible tensor operators. Table C.1 has the tensor
of rank 1, with q values 1; 0. This is analogous to 3D cartesian coordinate
system (column 2) or a spherical coordinate system (column 3).
Table C.1: Tensor Operator transformations
T
(1)
 1
1p
2
(Dx   iDy) 1p2D sin ei
T
(1)
0 Dz D cos 
T
(1)
1 -
1p
2
(Dx + iDy)
1p
2
D sin e i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C.2 Wigner-Eckart Theorem
The Wigner-Eckart theorem takes the formalism of irreducible tensor
operators and re-writes the components of the operator as
hJM jT (k)q j0J 0M 0i = (2J + 1) 1=2Cj
0km0q
jm hJkT (k)k0J 0i (C.1)
Where hJ jjT (k)jj0J 0i is the reduced operator that depends only on
the radial part of the function. The Clepsh-Gordon Coecient, Cj
0km0q
jm is the
angular part of the calculation that transforms the operator into the individual
components (Table C.1).
Cj1km1qj3m3 = (2j3 + 1)( 1)j1 j2+m3

j1 k j3
m1 q m3

C.2.1 3j Symbols
The Clepsh-Gordon Coecient is a 3j symbol that can be written as
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3

= m1+m2+m3;0( 1)j1 j2 m3
(j1 + j2   j3)!( j1 + j2 + j3)!(j1  m1)!(j1 +m1)!
(j2  m2)!(j2 +m2)!(j3  m3)!(j3 +m3)![(j1 + j2 + j3 + 1)!] 1
1=2
X
k
( 1)k

k!(j1 + j2   j3   k)!(j1  m1   k)!
(j2 +m2   k)!(j3   j2 +m1 + k)!(j3   j1  m2 + k)!
 1
(C.2)
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Where max(0; j2   j3  m1; j1   j3 +m2)  k  min(j1 + j2   j3; j1  
m1; j2 +m2)
Here are some interesting selection rules. The sum of the mi in the
3j symbol have to equal zero, or the 3j symbol is zero. For dipole moments,
m1 =  M and m3 = M 0, and m2 is set to -1, 0, or 1, this corresponds to
dipole transitions of  ; ;+ transitions where M 0 =M for  transitions.
C.2.2 6j Symbols
The 6j symbol is a ve-fold summation over a product of four 3j symbols
and can be written in the form:
j1 j2 j3
l1 l2 l3

= (j1; j2; j3)(j1; l2; l3)(l1; j2; l3)(l1; l2; j3)X
k

( 1)k(k + 1)!
(k   j1   j2   j3)!(k   j1   l2   l3)!(k   l1   j2   l3)!(k   l1   l2   j3)!
 1
(j1 + j2 + l1 + l2   k)!(j2 + j3 + l2 + l3   k)!(j3 + j1 + l3 + l1   k)!

(C.3)
The  functions are dened as
(j1; j2; j3) =
s
(j1 + j2   j3)!(j1   j2 + j3)!( j1 + j2 + j3)!
(j1 + j2 + j3 + 1)!
(C.4)
The sum in equation (C.3) is over k, where k is between max(j1+ j2+
j3; j1 + l2 + l3; l1 + j2 + l3; l1 + l2 + j3)  k  min(j1 + j2 + l1 + l2; j2 + j3 +
l2+ l3; j3+ j1+ l3+ l1). As with the 3j symbols, each factorial argument must
be greater than zero or the 6j symbol is zero. The 6j symbol is used more for
coupling two angular momenta together, for example, it can be used for LS
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coupling, which is important for ne structure and caclulating Zeeman matrix
elements.
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Appendix D
Magnetic Fields
Another eect important to WD photospheres is a magnetic eld, so
this section briey looks at the eect of magnetic elds on line shapes. The
broadening due to the Stark eect will dominate the line shape until the split-
ting of the Zeeman eect becomes greater than the average splitting due to
nearby electric elds. This would mean that magnetic elds could be present
but not detectable without high resolution spectroscopy. The matrix elements
of the magnetic Hamiltonian are diagonal in M,L,S, but not J (Cowan's No-
tation):
hLSJM jHmagj0L0S 0J 0M 0i = B0

MLSJM;0L0S0J 0M 0  
(gs   1)( 1)L+S+M
p
(2J + 1)(2J 0 + 1)S(S + 1)(2S + 1)
LSM;0L0S0M 0

J 1 J 0
 M 0 M 0

L S J
1 J 0 S

:
(D.1)
All these terms with S, J, M in both the diagonal and o-diagonal
elements are from the evaluation of 3j and 6j symbols. The anomalous gy-
romagnetic ratio is gs = 2:0023. The constant is evaluated at 0 = e~2mc =
4:2543 10 10Ry=Gauss. The splitting of the n = 2 level is shown in Figure
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6.22. In the weak eld limit, the Zeeman eect is a small splitting in the
energy levels and all quantum numbers are still good numbers to describe a
state. However, in the strong limit, both S and L process around B (chosen
to be aligned with the z-axis, making J no longer a good quantum number.
Because I am numerically evaluating the Hamiltonian, I need not take limits
of the eigenvalues as is done in perturbation theory approximations.
The nearly diagnonal nature of the Zeeman eect does not give rise to
conguration mixing in the same way that the Stark eect does (See Figure
6.2). Due to the transition selection rules of the 3j symbol in radiative tran-
sitions, the degeneracy between  and  transitions will be broken. At high
values of magnetic elds, which we will encounter in WDs, the transitions
will form a triplet, known as the Paschen-Back eect. The  (z-polarized)
transition will be the central component and the  (xy-circularly polarized)
transitions will be to the blue and red sides of the  transition. This may be
interesting in observing polarizations in WDs.
This is interesting because magnetic elds break the degeneracy in M,
therefore the behavior seen in Figure 6.1 due to ne structure is amplied with
the increase in degeneracy. Unlike before, with the pure Stark eect, there will
not be a degeneracy between positive and negative m values. This will change
the evolution of the states. Therefore, the behavior of the energy levels with
increasing electric eld will be non-linear with a non-zero magnetic eld.
Figure 6.23 Shows the evolution of H with increasing B eld from 0
Gauss to 106 Gauss. Notice that at ne = 11016 there is enough Stark broad-
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ening to not notice a signicant change in the line shape until the magnetic
eld is 105 Gauss.
Calculating Stark and Zeeman proles simultaneously requires a nu-
merical solution, which may explain why not many have done this calculation
or have approximated this calculation. This also leads to a prediction that for
the current set-up at Sandia National Laboratories (or any laboratory) that
it will be incredibly dicult to observe magnetic elds in our current set-up.
The Zeeman splitting must be of the same order of magnitude as the mean E
eld induced by the nearby perturbers.
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